THE TURTLE’S TAKE
The Trials of Error

As a financial advisor, building and holding
trust is critical to your practice. You strive
to guide your clients through the complexity
of their financial lives. In so doing, you must
rely on others who have expertise in specialized fields.
Your clients, however, rely solely on you. Herein lies an
inconvenient truth: your “experts” will be wrong. Of
course we all know human beings are fallible and yet
many are still angered when experts err. Against this
backdrop, how do you set reasonable expectations for
your clients without compromising trust?
There are two fantastic new books that we think can
help advisors navigate this tricky course: Kathryn Schulz’s
Being Wrong: Adventures in the Margin of Error and
David Freedman’s WRONG: Why Experts Keep Failing
Us—And How to Know When Not to Trust Them. The
first book explains how poorly people react to error
despite the fact that mistakes are inevitable. The latter
book details why experts show a remarkable propensity
for being wrong and even offers tips for determining
whether a particular piece of expertise is likely to be
incorrect. We think combining the lessons of these two
books provides helpful insight for financial advisors.

The Trials of Error
First, consider how we react when wrong: “I’m only
human”; “Everybody makes mistakes”; “To err is human,
to forgive is divine.” The common thread is that we
connect our very humanity to error. And yet, think of
the reaction experts receive when they err: the referee
who seems to make a bad call is referred to as blind—
or worse. For these people, a bad call can elicit moral
indignation. Schulz notes that for anybody being wrong
“is dangerous, humiliating, distasteful, and, all told,
un-fun in the extreme,” but when experts err, they do so
publicly and with greater consequences.1
People get mad when experts err because they help us
to map out our world through mental models. When
our next-door neighbor says it will not rain, we do not
generally assume it will. But when our local weather
person tells us to leave our umbrellas at home, the
prediction immediately morphs into an expectation: it will
not rain. If, however, after such a prediction it then does
rain, people are likely to get mad at the meteorologist
and think him incompetent. That’s because the incorrect
prediction clashes with their understanding of the world.
Schulz explains that these internal maps of reality are

very important to us: “[o]ur beliefs…are models of the
world—but they aren’t just models for models’ sake.
Like economic models, our mental ones exist to help
us make predictions and policies.”2 And we tend to
depend on them greatly, “assuming that we are basically
right, basically all the time, about basically everything.”3
Otherwise, we’d have trouble functioning. Without such
an understanding of how things work, every time you
encountered a doorknob you would have to figure out
how it works, which would be very frustrating. Arguably
even worse would be encountering a doorknob that
worked very differently from every other one—because
it would render your knowledge of doorknobs useless.
Relying on expertise is actually a substitute for the way we
normally build our inner maps of the world. Our primary
tool is actually induction: drawing general conclusions
from a finite set of observations, or in Schulz’s words
“believing things based on paltry evidence is the engine
that drives the entire miraculous machinery of human
cognition.”4 Schulz describes the marvelous paradox of
induction: “Believing something on the basis of messy,
sparse, limited information really is how we err. But it is
also how we think. What makes us right is what makes us
wrong.”5 When we need to understand something that is
highly complex, specialized or in some other way beyond
our grasp, we turn from induction to expertise.
When our mental model correctly reflects the world, all
is well; when the world does not work as we expect, we
become frustrated. If the error stems from the failure
of induction, we often simply feel baffled or confused.
When, however, experts dole out incorrect information,
we hold them responsible and sometimes become angry.
As above, your clients consider you an expert, so your
challenge is to help your clients understand that you
believe the financial plan you help them create will reach
its goal—but “errors” are sure to come along the way.

Experts: Wrong Answers
When we seek an expert to help us plot out reality,
we tend to look for highly confident people packing
unqualified opinions, but that can be a dangerous
inclination. Consider for a moment what would have
happened to an investor who believed the following
statements:
v “We should see a Dow of at least 21,500 and as high

as 35,000, as the baby boomers and the recent wave

of immigrants move into their peak spending years
around 2009.”
–Harry S. Dent, The Roaring 2000s. 1998.

this inevitability—which you know could spark a bad
reaction? We have a few thoughts on the subject.

v “Housing bubble? What housing bubble? The signs are

synthesizes a lot of information to create a portfolio
that can weather the inevitable storms that will surely
come.

in place for a further run-up in real estate. Breathe easy,
mortgage holders. There’s still no place like home.”
–Jim Cramer, “House Beautiful,” New York Magazine.
December 8, 2003.

v From the start, present yourself as a professional who

v When communicating, don’t simply state your point

of view; rather, focus on your thought process, citing
both positives and negatives.

v “‘I don’t anticipate any serious problems…among the

large internationally active banks that make up a very
substantial part of our banking system.’”
–Ben Bernanke, Federal Reserve Chairman. February 28,
2008.
Note that these experts have little doubt about their
claims, and their statements fit neatly into the mental
models we all keep.
The subtitle of David Freedman’s WRONG captures his
case succinctly: “Why Experts Keep Failing Us—And How
to Know When Not to Trust Them.” He describes how
research often lacks care, attempts to be too provocative,
skimps on nuance, and thus ends up being wrong. For
our purposes, how this happens is not as critical as why.
After all, why would experts take shortcuts or stretch to
provide answers rather than generate more dependable
information? Freedman believes when you get perverse
results, look to incentives—which he pinpoints as the
problem. Freedman explains that people become experts
via “that which more directly and clearly pays off: getting
published, getting cited, and getting attention, for
example, with all the rightness-degrading biases that the
drive to maximize such outcomes can entail.”6 In other
words, experts—like all of us—are prone to the human
impulse to advance a career: “researchers need to publish
impressive findings to keep their careers alive, and some
seem unable to come up with those findings via honest
work.”7 In other words, if you’re the “Vitamin D extends
life” maven or the “diet drinks make you fat” guru, you’re
probably going to look for information to bolster your
previous thesis and enhance your reputation.

Be Prepared to Err
You know that errors are bound to occur; the experts
on whom you depend will be wrong from time to time.
That clearly puts you in a tough spot. So how can you
communicate in a way that prepares your clients for

v Consider acknowledging the possibility of being

incorrect by saying “If I end up being wrong, it will
probably be because…” or “What I do not know is…”
v Alternatively, explain the likely consequences of error:

“If I am incorrect, here’s how much it could hurt…”
v When discussing an asset class, stick with the long-

term view, explain the historical average, and (if you
discuss expectations) use a broad range instead of one
number.
v When you are wrong, say so. Explain what you got

wrong and, if possible, why.
We think you will be pleased by how much people
appreciate a straightforward, dispassionate, rational
explanation of why you might be wrong or how things
turned out differently than you expected—doing so
establishes rather than dilutes trust.
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